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Abstract

This summer, after we were introduced to Fourier series, we worked on function approximation. While
using this method to approximate non-continuous functions, we came accross Gibbs phenomenom. It
had a large impact on the error we were getting. We came up with Fourier-Lagrange Hybrid method
that will eliminate Gibbs Phenomenom and produce better results.

Introduction

Summer of 2009 was our first time participating in the CSUMS program. Though Undergraduate Mathe-
matics majors, we had no prior experience in Computational and Applied Mathematics. We had no idea
what to do for our first project. Prof. Sigal introduced us to Fourier series and approximating functions.
We embarked on a quest to learn, understand and program our project materials. First we had to MATLAB
syntax and commands. To do so, we first had to learn some Linear Algebra.

Function Approximation

The need to approximate function is very important and it arises in many areas of Applied Mathematics
and Science. Throughout the history, many methods of approximating with simpler functions and obtaining
an optimal error have been introduced. Each of these methods of approximations uses series of di!erent
orthogonal basis. Therefore, it cannot be said which method is the best because the result depend on the
function, application and the circumstances for which the function is approximated.

Approximating with Fourier series

There are many things in the world around us that are periodic. Some examples are, but not limited to: light
waves, sound waves x-ray waves and sound waves. When approximating these phenomena many methods
fall short because their approximations is said to be locally accurate. In many cases, the approximation of
the periodic functions, in areas of communication, is needed to be global (i.e. for all x). It decomposes a
function into sums of the sin(x) and cos(x) orthogonal basis to best globally approximate periodic functions.

F (x) =
a0

2
+

!!

k=1

[akcos(kx) + bksin(kx)] (1)
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Given an integrable function f(x) , the Fourier series can be constructed for the function by first solving for
the Fourier coe"cients:

ak =
1
!

" !

"!
f(x) cos (kx)dx k = 1, 2, 3... (2)

bk =
1
!

" !

"!
f(x) sin (kx)dx k = 1, 2, 3... (3)

a0 =
1
!

" !

"!
f(x)dx (4)

Equation 2 is the same as equation 4 when k = 0. The series will converge on interval where the Fourier
coe"cients satisfy the Euler-Fourier formula 2 3 4. In our project, the interval which we approximated the
function is [!1, 1] not [!!, !]. Here is a simple sinx function approximated on [!1, 1] interval using the
MATLAB code we wrote :
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Figure 1: Sine Approximation

The program is written to run to a maximum number of Fourier Coe"cient and plot the error/number of
coe"cient. This way, we will be able to see the optimal number of coe"cient needed to produce the lowest
error. We also used two di!erent point distribution methods: equally distant point and the Chebyshev point
(clusters more points toward the end). The function sin(x) is a continuous and periodic, therefore Fourier
series have no problem approximating it, producing a maximum error of just 6.6613e! 16.

Non-Continuous Periodic Function approximation

With periodic functions, Fourier Series converges to f(x) as more coe"cients are being used. However, the
same cannot be said when using this method to approximate non-continuous periodic functions. Using the
MATLAB Fourier code that we wrote, the same use to approximate sin x in figure 1, we tried to approximate
the sawtooth wave, simply the f(x) = x line.

In figure 2, the function is very well approximated in the middle. However, near the point of jump
discontinuity, the approximations tend to behave in a strange manner. It overshoots a number of times and
then undershoots. This strange behavior is called the Gibbs Phenomenon. This will exist for each Fourier
coe"cients used to approximate non-continuous functions. For a non-continuous function like the sawtooth
(i.e. f(x) = x), the Fourier series converges to the function at relatively all the points except near the point
of discontinuity where the Gibbs phenomenon occurs. Instead, it will converge to the average value of the
two discontinuity points. This can be clearly seen in figure 2. As a result, the maximum error reported
is tremendously a!ected . With our code, the maximum error reported for approximation of f(x) = x is
0.3634.
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Figure 2: f(x) = x Approximation with 5, 10 and 45 coe"cients respectively

Eliminating Gibbs Phenomenon

The approximation of the sawtooth function looks really good with 50 coe"cients. However, we were not
satisfied with the maximum error reported. How much impact is the Gibbs Phenomenon having on the
maximum error produced? To answer this question to ourselves, we try to alter the f(x) = x to disregard
some intervals where the Gibbs Phenomena occurs. To do this, we approximated the function on [-0.8,0.8]
instead of [-1,1].
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Figure 3: f(x) = x approximation with 45 coe"cients on [-0.8,0.8]

As it can be seen in figure 3, the Gibbs Phenomenon has been removed and the maxerror = 9.9789e!10.
Although very happy with the maximum error reported, we were not satisfied because not all of the function
was approximated to achieve the result. We thought, is there a better way to approximate the sawtooth
without altering the function itself?

LaGrange Polynomials

Since the approximation we were using experiences Gibbs Phenomenon when used to approximate non-
continuous functions only at intervals near the point discontinuity, we thought that perhaps we could use
another approximation method that could work better. Although we had no prior experiences with it, we
started to look at Lagrange Polynomial. Prof. Alfa Heryudono introduced, instructed and helped us code
the interpolation polynomial in Lagrange form:
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L(x) "
k!

j=0

yjlj(x)

where lj(x) is the Lagrange basis polynomial

lj(x) =
k#

i=0i#=j

x ! xi

xj ! xi

=
x ! x0

xj ! x0
· · · x ! xk

xj ! xk

where x0, x1 · · ·xk"1, xk are the data points.

We used this new code to approximate the sawtooth function:
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Figure 4: f(x) = x Approximation and error plot using equally spaced point distribution
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Figure 5: f(x) = x Approximation and error plot using Chebyshev points

The approximation in figure 5 and 4 looks relatively the same. However, the error plot using Chebysev
point is a lot more consistent than the equally distribution points. We saw that the Lagrange Polynomial
approximation produces consistent results when used with Chebysev point than equally distant points.
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Fourier-Lagrange Hybrid approximation method

Fourier Series approximates continuous periodic functions very well. It encounters Gibbs Phenomenon when
used to approximate non-continuous periodic function. LaGrange does a great jump approximating the
f(x) = x, even at the boundaries, but the error plot is not as consistent as the Fourier approximation
method. So the thought occurred to us, we could use the Lagrange polynomial to approximate the function
on intervals where Fourier series defaults. Hence, creating a Hybrid method:

F (x) =

$
%&

%'

(k
j=0 yj lj(x) : !1 # x < !0.8

a0
2 +

(!
k=1[akcos(kx) + bksin(kx)] : !0.8 # x # 0.8(k

j=0 yj lj(x) : !0.8 # x < !1

With this new method, we will use Chebyshev point distribution with Lagrange and equally spaced points
with Fourier series.
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Figure 6: f(x) = x approximation and error plot

Figure 6 illustrates one period of the sawtooth function approximated using the Fourier-Lagrange Hybrid
method. Compare to figure 2, the approximation is better and also Gibbs Phenomenon is eliminated. The
maxerror = 5.9952e! 15. Also, with this hybrid method, unlike Fourier Series method, the errors are more
consistent, they remain in the range of 10"15 and 10"17. After we completed coding the hybrid method and
presented it to our instructors, Prof. Alfa Heryudono informed us that a similar work had been previously
published by Rodrigo B. Platte and Anne Gelb [1]. Though the hybrid method had eliminated the Gibbs
Phenomenon, we faced yet again another problem. In the error plot, the maximum error was occurring at
the points where Lagrange polynomial and Fourier Series were switching. The same spike could be seen in
the work done by Rodrigo B. Platte and Anne Gelb [1]. We want the error plot to more consistent, and
more uniform. We thought, is there another orthogonal basis approximation method that could be used to
better approximate and not experience such spikes in the error plot?

Current/Future Project

In an e!ort to eliminate the spike and to obtain a uniform error plot of the hybrid method, we turned
to Prof. Alfa Heryudono to teach us the RBF. We plan on creating another hybrid method using RBF
multiquadric form and Fourier. This way, we can compare the two hybrids and see if we can obtain a
better accuracy. With the RBF multiquadric form, we know that the shape parameter and the number of
point all have influences on the reported error. To deal with this, we plan on adapting our program to find
the optimal shape parameter and number of point that will produce the optimal result for each function
approximated. After this is completed, we will investigate other approximation methods as well, such as
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Legendre polynomial. In the near future, we will be comparing the Galerkin and the interpolation approach.
We also plan on learning and investigating the Aliasing e!ect.

Conclusion

Within the 8 weeks period, we have learned: Fourier Series, Gibbs Phenomenon, Lagrange Interpolation
Polynomial, Chebyshev Points, Collocation and Galerkin method, Approximation Theory, RBF multiquadric
form, writing in Latex and lot more Computational and Applied Mathematics experience. We were also able
to make a hybrid function approximation method using Fourier Series and Lagrange interpolation polynomial
to eliminate the Gibbs Phenomenon and get a great result.
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APPENDIX

MATLAB codes

Fourier Test

clear all;
close all;
clc
Np = 101; % This is the number of points used to estimate the integration
Nc = 1; % This is he number of coefficients in the Fourier series
error = [];
Ncoeffs = [];
%X= linspace(-0.8,0.8,Np);
%X= linspace(-1,1,Np); % This is used for equally distant points from -1,1
%ep=0; %This is the distance from the endpoints, Helps us lower the error
%Xleft = linspace(-1+ep, -0.8, ceil(.2*Np)); %Clusters points to the left boundry
%Xmid = linspace(-0.9, 0.9, .6*Np); % Middle points
%Xright = linspace(0.8, 1-ep, ceil(.2*Np)); % clusters poins to right boundry
%X= (1/2).*(randn(1,Np)) %Using normalized distributed points
%sort(X)
%X = [ Xleft(1:end-1), Xmid, Xright(2:end) ];
%X= Xmid
%= linspace(-.8,.8,Np);%our range for our F
%X= linspace(.8,1,Np);
X= -cos(pi*(0:Np-1)/(Np-1));
Y= (X(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(X); M = length(Y); %Fourier Series
%X2= linspace(1,3,Np);
X2= -cos(pi*(0:Np-1)/(Np-1));
%X2= linspace(1,3,Np);
Y2= (X2(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(X2); M2 = length(Y2); %Fourier Series
%X3= linspace(-3,-1,Np);
X3= -cos(pi*(0:Np-1)/(Np-1));
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%X3=linspace(-3,-1,Np);
Y3=(X3(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(X3); M = length(Y3); %Fourier Series
%sx = @(x) sqrt(1-x.^2);
%M = 501;
%Y = linspace(-1,1,M);
%while ( (maxerror > 10e-4))*
while Nc < 25;

%A = zeros(Np, Nc);*
%B = zeros(M,Nc);*
% Is the function even or odd?
%Is the function odd?

if all( F(-X) == -F(X) );
%Function is odd
%Calculate Coefficients by Collocation
A = sin(pi*(X’*(1:Nc)));
B = sin(pi*(Y’*(1:Nc)));
coef = A\F(X’);

%Is the function even?
elseif all( F(-X) == F(X) );

%Function is even
%Calculate Coefficients
A = cos(pi*(X’*(1:Nc))); A = [0.5*ones(length(X),1) A];
B = cos(pi*(Y’*(1:Nc))); B = [0.5*ones(M,1) B];
coef = A\F(X’);

else
% A= cos(pi*(X’*(1:Nc))); A = [0.5*ones(Np,1) A];
% B= cos(pi*(Y’*(1:Nc))); B = [0.5*ones(M,1) B];
% coef = A\F(X’);

end
maxerror = max(abs( B*coef - F(Y’)));
error(end+1) = maxerror;
Ncoeffs(end+1) = Nc;
Nc = Nc+1;

end
semilogy(Ncoeffs, error,’r’)
title(’Error over Coeficients’)
figure
plot(Y,B*coef,’--ob’)
hold on
plot(Y,F(Y),’--r’)
hold on
plot(Y2,B*coef,’--ob’)
hold on
plot(Y2,F(Y),’--r’)
hold on
plot(Y3,B*coef,’--ob’)
hold on
plot(Y3,F(Y),’--r’)
title(’Function Vs. Estimate’)
figure
error = abs( B*coef - F(Y’));
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semilogy(Y’, error)
title(’Error over Points’)
ylim([min(error) max(error)])
grid on;
maxerror

finterp

function [f,error,Ncoeffs] = finterp(x,xgrid,Nmax)
x = x(:); x = x’;
xgrid = xgrid(:); xgrid = xgrid’;
[error,Ncoeffs] = deal([]);
M=[1];
Nc = 1;
while Nc < Nmax;

%Is the function odd?
if all( F(-xgrid) == -F(xgrid) );

%Function is odd

%Calculate Coefficients by Collocation
A = sin(pi*(xgrid’*(1:Nc)));
B = sin(pi*(x’*(1:Nc)));
coef = A\F(xgrid’);

%Is the function even?
elseif all( F(-xgrid) == F(xgrid) );

%Function is even
%Calculate Coefficients
A = cos(pi*(xgrid’*(1:Nc))); A = [0.5*ones(length(xgrid),1) A];
B = cos(pi*(x’*(1:Nc))); B = [0.5*ones(length(x),1) B];

coef = (A)\(F(xgrid’));
else

display(’Not done yet, Ask my grandma’);
keyboard; % to get out of K>> type dbquit.

end

maxerror = max(abs( B*coef - F(x’)));
error(end+1) = maxerror;
Ncoeffs(end+1) = Nc;
Nc = Nc + 1;

end
f = B*coef;

lagrangepoly

clear all;
close all;
clc
Np = 50; % This is the number of points used to estimate the integration
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error = [];
Xgrid= linspace(-1,1,Np); % This is used for equally distant points from -1,1
%Xgrid= -cos(pi*(0:Np-1)/(Np-1)); %Chebyshev Points
Xint= (Xgrid(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(Xgrid);% Interpolation Points

[Approx] =lgranfunc(Xint,Xgrid)
maxerror = max(abs( Approx - F(Xint’)));
error(end+1) = maxerror;

figure
plot(Xint,Approx,’--og’)
hold on
plot(Xint,F(Xint),’--r’)
title(’Function Vs. Estimate’)
figure
error = abs( Approx - F(Xint’));
semilogy(Xint’, error)
title(’Error over Points’)
ylim([min(error) max(error)])
grid on;
maxerror

lgranfunc

function f = lgranfunc(x,xgrid)
x = x(:);
xgrid = xgrid(:); N = length(xgrid);
L = zeros(length(x),length(xgrid));

for i=1:N
%denominator for L(I)
y=xgrid;
y(i)=[];
denom=prod(xgrid(i)-y);

%numerator
numer = 1;
for j=1:length(y)
numer = numer.*(x-y(j));
end
L(:,i) = numer/denom;

end
f = L*F(xgrid);

Fourierlagrangehybrid

%This is a interpolation method that uses both a Fourier Series and
%a Lagrange Polynomial to help reach the best approximation of a given
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%function. The combination of these methods help make up for the Jumps that
%occur when using a Fourier series to approximate a non-periodic line, and
%also lets us remove the dependency of Chebyshev Points when using a
%Lagrange Polynomial, Thus Creating the Fourier-Lagrange-Hybrid Method of
%Interpolation.
%**This method is only currently working for Even/Odd Functions, not neither
%this is in the process of being fixed.***
%Be sure to have the files "F.m" open for our input function, "lgranfunc.m" for
%the computing of the lagrange polynomial, and "finterp.m" for computing
%the Fourier series, all files are located in Zack&Sidafa Folder subfolder
%Fourier project
clear all;close all;
clc
D =.8 ; % This is defines the area where the regions are separated
pptb = .2; %This determines the percentage of points placed in the boundaries
Nleft = 14; %Number of Points at left region
Xleft = linspace(-1,-D,Nleft); %Defines where left Region is located
Yleft = (Xleft(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(Xleft); %Defines Interpolation points in left region

Nright = Nleft;%Number of Points at right region
Xright = linspace(D,1,Nright); %Defines where right Region is located
Yright = (Xright(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(Xright); %Defines Interpolation points in left region

Nmid = 500; %Number of Points in the Middle region
Xmid = linspace(-D,D,Nmid); %Defines where right Region is located
Ymid = (Xmid(1:end-1)) + 0.5*diff(Xmid); %Defines Fourier points in Mid region
Np =(Nleft+Nright+Nmid)
X = [Xleft Xmid Xright]; %This is the Gridpoints from -1 to 1, with varying

%#’s of clustered points in different regions
Y = [Yleft Ymid Yright]; %These are the Interpolation Points from -1 to 1,

%with varying #’s of clustered points in the regions
[Fmid,error,Ncoeffs] = finterp(Ymid, Xmid,53);%Applies Fourier interpolation method in the middle region
Fleft = lgranfunc(Yleft, Xleft); %Applies the Lagrange polynomial Interpolation at both side regions
Fright = lgranfunc(Yright,Xright);
Fapprox = [Fleft;Fmid;Fright]; %This is the combining of the interpolations in all three regions
semilogy(Ncoeffs, error,’r’)
title(’Error over Coeficients’)
figure
plot(Y’,Fapprox,’--og’)
hold on
plot(Y,F(Y),’--r’)
title(’Function Vs. Estimate’)
figure
error = abs(Fapprox - F(Y’));
semilogy(Y’, error)
title(’Error over Points’)
ylim([min(error) max(error)])
grid on;
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F

function y = F(x)
%y=x;
y = sin(pi*x);
%y = 2*cos(2*pi*x) + 3*cos(8*pi*x);
%y = exp(x);
%y = 1./(1+16*x.^2);
%y= abs(x);
%y =
%flag = x == 0;
%m = size(x,1); n = size(x,2);
%y = zeros(m,n);
%y(~flag) = x(~flag).^2.*sin(1./x(~flag));
%y=exp(-50*x.^2 )
end
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